Accepted for publication 22 Januarv 1997 There has been much interest in p53 gene mutation and upregulation in lung cancer. ' ately in acetic alcohol and stained by Papanicolou's method. Cytoblocks were made according to the manufacturer's protocol (Shandon, Pittsburgh, USA). Immunostaining of the smears and sections of cytoblocks was as above except that microwave antigen retrieval was not required for the smears because they were fixed in acetic alcohol rather than formalin.
The immunostaining of paraffin sections of the resected carcinomas was analysed using a histochemical scoring system (H score)." Twenty random microscope fields per slide viewed at x200 magnification were scored. The percentage of tumour nuclei in each field corresponding to the following staining intensi- figure. surface epithelium is positive. Non-specific staining of collagen is also seen. In previous studies, the frequency positivity in NSCLC ranged fron (table 3) . In most studies, whether u frozen, or formalin fixed tissue with( wave antigen retrieval, about half of were found to be positive. How4 microwave antigen retrieval, as in this proportion increases to 78%. 1 be some variations in the immunohi cal technique and indeed in the used, but in our controlled study antigen retrieval significantly increased the rate of detection of p53GP. Eighty one per cent of squamous carcinomas scored more than 5 and 62.5% scored over 100 on our histochemical scoring system (maximum score 300) when microwave pretreatment was used. This compared with 56% and 3%, respectively without microwave pretreatment. Drawing a limit of 5, above which an H score is regarded as positive, is somewhat arbitrary but we felt that carcinomas scoring more than 5 would have been categorised as weakly positive on a subjective scale. Also by taking an average score from 20 microscopic fields, cases of p53GP in seven of nine cases. We found that more celi 39-65% lular preparations were achieved by using Lsing fresh, direct smears as opposed to cytoblocks, out micro-although it is clear that fewer stains could be f the cases performed on direct smears. As a routine we ever, with use direct smears because of the high rate of this study, inadequacy we have experienced with cytoMhere may blocks. istochemiIn summary, under certain circumstances antibodies where there is diagnostic difficulty in determinmicrowave ing whether a biopsy or cytological sample of a lung lesion is benign or malignant, p53 immunoreactivity may be of value. If strongly positive, a diagnosis of malignancy is supported but if negative the stain is non-contributory. Care should be taken when interpreting low levels of staining, particularly if focal and if antigen retrieval has been used.
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